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suppressed papers wildly and came into conflict with what was
still a free judiciary, which on appeal quashed the suspensions
nearly as fast as he issued them. Meantime the terror rose higher.
Socialist meetings were broken up; Communism by sheer per-
secution was already being driven underground; the offices of
Left papers were wrecked; the police were forbidden to interfere
to protect life or property if the perpetrator of outrage were a
National Socialist. A decent police chief at Eisleben, no politician,
but imbued with the traditional German dislike of disorder, who
tried to protect unarmed Communists from the fury of armed
Storm Troopers, was dismissed, and a comment on the dismissal
led to another suspension of Vorwaerts. As incidents multiplied
and men of real prominence fell victims to hooliganism, the
feeling in the nation hardened, and not a few Nationalists ap-
plauded the courageous act of the Archbishop of Freiburg who
in condemning political murder really indicted the government,
Goering replied on the one hand by legalizing the Stahlhelm and
Storm Troopers, by making hundreds of them auxiliary armed
police,* by expressly forbidding police to interfere with their
actions, and by accepting bloodguilt for any consequences of his
order to shoot at sight, precisely as the Jews he hated had accepted
bloodguilt before Pilate, and on the other by the assertion that
all the outrages were due to agents provocateurs who had donned
brown shirts; barefaced mendacious effrontery could hardly go
further. Exultantly he hounded on his legions, and his new
auxiliary police shot down helpless Socialists in the open street.
So far as Prussia was concerned, Nationalism and the presidial
system might as well not have existed; it was a National Socialist
state ruled by the typical National Socialist principles of cruelty
and corruption. North of the Main the Swastika outflew every
other flag.
The excesses had the inevitable result. To the painful surprise
of its Nationalist members the cabinet grew unpopularjjA great
Iron Front demonstration which even Goering had not dared to
forbid, addressed by the party leader Otto Wels, showed un~
* It is curious to find Blomberg ten days later describing the Reichswehr as
"the only armed force in Germany."

